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Reviews
●
●
●

93% of customers read reviews when purchasing a
product online
A single review on a product page can boost
conversion rates by 354%
Companies/sites will oﬀer rewards for posting reviews
○

Regardless of whether you actually purchased the item
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Review Manipulation in Recent News

Insert image of my amazon tweet,
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Research
●

Two major questions:
Can we develop model(s) to detect fake reviews?
What features are important for fake review detection?

●

Use machine learning algorithms to identify deceitful reviews
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Amazon Dataset
●
●

●
●

Data collected from May 1996 October 2018
Over 233 million reviews
○ Separated into categories
based oﬀ type
Home and Kitchen category subset
○ About 6.8 million reviews
Lack of gold standard data
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Building the Dataset
●

●
●

Extracted reviews based oﬀ of speciﬁc
review terms used, to form two datasets
that were “fake” or “authentic”
Fake data
○ Deceptive keywords
Authentic data
○ Reviews that contained phrases “I
bought “ or “I purchased”
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Models - only review text
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Models - more features
●
●
●

Review text
Summary
Whether or not the review was veriﬁed
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Models- weighting features
●
●
●
●
●
●

Review text
Summary
Veriﬁcation
5 stars
Product had multiple reviews on the same day
Max weight 4, weight >= 3 labeled fake
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Models- weighting features
●
●
●
●
●
●

Review text
Summary
Veriﬁcation
5 stars
Product had multiple reviews on the same day
Max weight 4, weight >= 2 labeled fake
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Conclusion
●
●
●
●

Lack of gold standard data
Started with just review text, added more features for prediction
Achieved models with ~92% accuracy and F1
With more time:
○
○

Deep learning models
More features e.g. user behavior, length of review
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